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Implementation of Continuous Improvement
for INDOT Maintenance (Training and
Tracking Process Improvements)
Introduction
LEAN process improvement methodology was
derived from the Toyota Production System. The
focus of LEAN is to identify and eliminate waste in
business and operational processes by analyzing
how work is done and how the value of the process
is created and identifying activities that do not contribute to the value of the process.
Over the past two decades, LEAN methodology has adapted and migrated from manufacturing
into healthcare, education, and other sectors. The
tools used in LEAN methodology (inventory reduction, mistake proofing, continuous flow, TAKT time
analysis, etc.) have application across many different industries.
The concepts involved in LEAN methodology
are relatively easy to explain but more difficult to
engrain in an organizational culture. Sending employees to a training class on LEAN methodology
often produces disappointing results as the material is quickly forgotten if it is not promptly put into
practice. Furthermore, while LEAN is a flexible
methodology for improving processes, it is not a
“one size fits all” approach. If LEAN is applied to the
wrong projects, there is both a risk of disappointing
project results and a loss of momentum in making
LEAN thinking a part of the organizational culture
because it creates a perception that “LEAN doesn’t
work” when in reality LEAN was applied to an inappropriate problem.

In addition to LEAN tools and methodology, this
project introduces entrepreneurship concepts that
encourages workshop participants to think more
like business owners. The goal is to encourage
participants to continually look for opportunities
to reduce non-value-added activities within their
sphere of influence/control by challenging assumptions about the way they approach their daily
activities. Examples will be drawn from common
household situations where people may spend
money on items of little value because their needs
have changed. For instance, many people today are
getting rid of landline telephones because everyone
in their home has a cell phone, or they may cancel
their expensive cable TV package because they receive video entertainment from iTunes or Netflix at
a lower monthly cost.
This project involved developing and delivering a
series of on-site, 7.5-day LEAN workshops at four
locations around the state.

Findings
Two general themes emerged from the workshop
series.
1. Numerous sub-district managers questioned
the number and appropriateness of the Key
Process Indicators (KPIs) used at INDOT at
the beginning of this project. (Some adjustments were made to the KPI tracking during
the course of this project.)

2. Equipment availability impacts productivity
across all operations. There were numerous
reasons cited for equipment being unavailable (e.g., equipment breaking down more
frequently, shared equipment being used
by another sub-district, not having the
right amount of certain types of equipment
available).

Implementation
This was an applied research project. The participants in these workshops were taught LEAN/
process improvement tools, which they then applied
to their work processes. In one case, an herbicide
manager realized that when it came time to replace
a tank on his truck, he could install a larger tank
than the one he currently used. This change would
increase the amount of liquid his truck could hold,
thus reducing the time involved in refilling the tank.
In another example, a sub-district manager recognized the amount of work time lost when traffic

control was dispatched from a separate unit. With
scheduling adjustments, employees arrived at the
same time and the waste of “waiting” was reduced.
These are just a few small examples of how the
workshops are impacting daily decisions to change
the culture and drive small continuous improvements throughout INDOT Maintenance Operations.
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